
  

 



  

Make Income With No Money 

 

You can create income without any investment. 

You will discover all free tools which you can use to earn thousands 

every month. These methods are very simple to use and you can start 

today itself.  

 

Here we will explain affiliate marketing and how you can earn using it. 

Vendors or product owner creates the product. 

Customer purchases the product. 

Affiliate helps customer reach vendors. 

On every purchase affiliate gets commission.  

Vendor makes the product, website, gives product for download, 

provides support etc. 

When you join as affiliate you get your special link and you can 

promote it. 

When someone makes a purchase you get paid. 

 

Here, we will focus on digital product as commission is generally high 

here. For most products it’s over 50% but in some cases the 

commission is as high as 80% - 90%. So, if you sell product of $100, then 

you can get $80. 

 



  

Steps : 

1. Join Digital Marketplace 

2. Find Product 

3. Create Your Affiliate Link 

4. Promote The Link 

Clickbank ,CJ Affiliate, ShareASale are some of the leading digital 
marketplace. There are thousands of products available for you to 
promote. It’s free to join. 

You will find lots of tutorial on net on how to join these networks, find 
products and create affiliate link. So, you can see those and create an 
account. 

Here our main focus is on generating income. So, the way you select 

product will be different from others. 

Understand this clearly: 

You job is not to sell. 

Your job is to provide solution to customer’s problem. 

Bigger the problem and better the solution means more the chances of 

selling. 

While selecting a product ask yourself this question. 

Does this product solve an urgent or big problem? 

Then go to the sales page and see if the problem is highlighted along 

with the solution. 

Next, think some questions the customer might be typing in google to 



  

find answers to the problem. 

Then, go to google keyword planner and see if a lot of monthly search is 

being done for the question. 

If search volume is good, then there is demand. So, you can now go 

ahead and create your affiliate link for that product. 

While others are busy selling just any products, you will be focussing all 

efforts on problem solving. 

Difference Between You & Others 

Others: 

Others approach will be like, “ I have got such a great product which 

has these features  and benefits etc. Are you interested to buy?”. 

You: 

Your approach will be ,” You have this problem, here is the solution.” 

Customers will automatically buy because they want the solution to 

their problems. 

 

How To Promote Your Affiliate Link 

You have to reach the right people with right messages. It’s no use 

selling ice to Eskimos. 

When you use the method below everything is inbuilt. This is free of 

cost and effective. 

 



  

Open the product website on your phone and turn on the screen 

recorder.  

 

Then, follow the following steps and create a video. 

Step 1: 

Mention the problem and describe it a bit by showing it in the website. 

Explain how it might be impacting their lives and how bad they might 

be feeling. Describe the problem in every detail you might imagine. 

Also, mention what might occur if they donot solve it now. 

Create such a sense of urgency that viewer should feel that problem is a 

very big thing and should be solved now. 

User has faced the problem, so they can relate to it. 

 

Step 2: 

Let them know that there is a solution but you can’t guarantee that it 

will be there forever. 

Step3: 

Show them how to order. As the website is open, show them the 

process of ordering by clicking the buy button and going to the 

checkout page. Then ask them to fill their details and order. 

Step 4: 

Now, go to the benefit ( solution) section of the website and explain 

how life will be without the problem. If there are results or testimonials 

in the website, then show it and read 1-2 testimonials. 



  

Step 5: 

Finally, ask them again to go to the description and order now to solve 

their problems. 

Now, upload the video to youtube and give your affiliate link in the 

description. 

Again, don’t highlight the product in youtube video’s title, tag or 

description. Instead, highlight the problem related words. People will 

search for solution to problems in youtube. 

Don’t keep the title simple and plain. Introduce some surprise, shock, 

unbelievable elements into it. You can watch some videos to learn the 

method to select words for better title, tags and description. But, don’t 

spend too much time on this.  

Start today and make and publish video. 

Do it regularly for 1-2 months. You can easily make 1-2 video per day. 

Suppose you make 100 videos in the next 60 days and with each video 

you earn average $30-$50 per month. Some will earn a lot while some a 

lot less. We have assumed an average.  

So, your monthly income would be $3000 - $5000. 

In the initial 60 days you give effort. After that it will continue to bring 

income without any effort. 

You can also use the following method to get more views and traffic to 

your affiliate links. But, remember not to spam. 

You can join related forums. 

Then join discussion, ask question and answer a few questions. After 

few days, you can give a link to your video in your forum signature. 



  

So, whenever you answer a question, the video link will appear in the 

signature. Never give affiliate link in signature, give link to your video. 

So, as you can see there is a big source of income. People are ready to 

buy because they have problem. On the other side, their solution is 

ready. You have to be the connecting link and you can earn good 

income. 

 

Make Income Without Selling 

 

Here, we will discuss how you can even make money without selling. 

As you read the previous part, you are now well aware of the fact that 
good income can be made without money. You can do it by using just 
your phone. So, here you will learn to create income even without 
selling. 

By now, we assume that you have created your account and also you 
know how to select products. 

You can earn through adsense from your youtube channel. 

You can activate adsense after you reach a fixed number of subscribers 
and a fixed number of watch time in your channel. You can verify the 
subscriber number and watch time from youtube as it keeps changing. 
So, you can get the latest numbers from youtube. But, the concept will 
remain the same. 

 



  

After adsense is enabled in your account, ads will be shown in your 
videos and whenever someone clicks on the ads, you get paid.  

Imagine when you have hundreds of videos. Daily hundreds and 
thousands of people will be seeing your videos. And also thousand of 
ads will be shown to them. Many will click the ads and you will keep 
earning. All this will happen without you doing anything. Isn’t that 
great? 

But, to reach that state you have to start today.  

So, here is the process. 

More number of ads will be shown if the length of video is longer. But, 
if the video is longer and not interesting then viewer will leave in 
between and that is not a good indicator. So, you should give good 
content in the video while keeping it long.  

The solution is simple. If the website it long then read it completely. 

When you start doing, you will realize that the process is actually 
simple. So, start and you can do it easily. 

 

 How To Increase Watch Time 

As viewer wants solution to their problem you can say something like 
this in the beginning of the video. Ask them to completely watch the 
video till the end and if they skip then they might miss something very 
important and their problem will not be solved and will remain as it is. 
So, skipping any section or forwarding the video can keep them away 
from the solution. This will increase the total watch time of your 
channel. 



  

How To Increase Subscribers 
In every video you should ask viewer to subscribe to the video in the 
beginning and also at the end. 

Also, you can use following method to get lots of subscribers quickly. 

Not only youtube, but you can use this method to increase 

subscribers/followers in any platform.  

Also, you will know methods to start generating income even this week.  

Download Android App To See Details – Click Here 

For iOS & Others – Click Here 

 

Do you want to learn the method to create 

income from mobile? 

 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ladderapps.android5ee1dd417d745
https://ladderapps.com/5ee1dd417d79c


  

This is one of the best income methods you will find today.  You will 
learn the exact steps to create income from mobile. 

 
Advantages: 

1. Can be done completely from mobile. 
2. Can be done by almost everyone. 
3. Good income method. 
4. Can be done from home without going outside – So, it’s safe. 
5. No other tools, software required – Completely free method. 
6. Will work for long time – You can build a career in this. 

 
Almost everyone has got a mobile phone and here in this short guide 
you will discover the simple method to create a long term income using 
only your phone. 

There is huge demand for this and it will continue to rise a lot in future. 
So, if you start today then you can establish yourself as an expert in this 
field for years to come. 

 

Once you complete this short guide you will notice that your point of 
view to see things around you has changed completely. Till now you 
have spent money to purchase things for your house. After going 
through this, you will see everything as a source of income. You don’t 
realize but you are inside a gold mine. Read this report till the end 
completely. Don’t miss even a single thing. It’s so simple that you can 
understand and start implementing by reading this just once. 



  

Recently, many have lost jobs due to pandemic and economic situation 

is also not good for many. So, we have made this affordable by giving 

special discount. 

You can download instantly and read this entire method for a small 

payment of not even $10. 

Click here to check the price and order 

 

Note: After payment just wait for sometime and download will start 

automatically. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=KSN3MW7GVJ29E


  

Disclaimer 

The income calculation done is sample and results will vary from person 

to person. It will depend on the effort you put and the quality of video 

produced along with many other parameters. All efforts have been 

made to make you aware of the possibility of income using free 

resources available.  

 

License 

You are allowed to use the methods described here for your personal 

use only. 

You CANNOT distribute this guide in PDF or in any other format.  

 

 

Copyright @ ADMS 

You cannot copy the content and use it in any other form. 

 


